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Fig. S1 J-V characteristics of perovskite cells based on CEs with different weight ratios between 
graphite and CB. Sample X: 20% graphite and 75% CB; Sample Y: 47.5% graphite and 47.5% CB; 
Sample Z: 75% graphite and 20% CB. 1 μm graphite was used in all these samples. The other 5% 
content in these samples is the binder. PCEX=5.17%, PCEY=10.08%, PCEZ=10.20%.

The J-V characteristics of perovskite cells based on CEs with different weight 

ratios between graphite and CB were tested. In a wide range of weight ratio between 

graphite and CB, the performances were quite close. However, for CEs with too much 

CB, the quality of the carbon film become quite poor, as the film often easily cracked 

into many small pieces, which consequently influenced the performance. 
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Fig. S2 Fitted results of RS for the cell with CE D at different applied bias.

Table S1 Fitted results of RS for cells with different CEs at 600 mV forward applied bias.

CE sample A B C D Au

RS (Ω cm2) 8.3 8.1 7.7 8.5 4.1

Fig. S1 shows the typical fitted results of RS for the perovskite cell at different 

applied bias. The RS does not change significantly with the increasing applied bias. 

Table S1 shows the fitted results of RS for cells with different CEs. The RS values for 

all the CEs are quite small. The RS values of carbon CEs are higher than the Au CE. 

However, the differences between RS values of carbon CEs are not significant.


